
WHOLESALE
2018



Introducing
The Jane West Flower Collection



JANE WEST DAY 

+ deep berry aroma 
+ stimulates the mind
+lively, earthy exhale

  
1/16 oz flower  | wholesale $10, MSRP $20

1/8 oz flower | wholesale $20, MSRP $40
10 mini joints (.35gm each) | wholesale $30, MSRP $60



JANE WEST NIGHT 

+ dewy citrus scent 
+ clears the mind

+ induces relaxation 
+ peppery finish

  
1/16 oz flower | wholesale $10, MSRP $20 

1/8 oz flower | wholesale $20, MSRP $40 
10 mini joints (.35gm each) | wholesale $30, MSRP $60 



THE JANE WEST COLLECTION
2018





Meet The Collection,  Jane  West’s  first  line  of  flower  accessories. Jane  

set  out  to  create new flower essentials for the legal lifestyle as she lives it  

— busy, social and full of everyday experiences. She created the products 

she couldn’t find anywhere else — stylish flower-focused accessories that 

invite women (and men) to enhance their daily routine.

Each piece is thoughtfully designed by Jane and her team to echo the sleek, 

subtle look of the premium beauty products that we reach for every day. The 

Collection makes it easy to consume on the go, and each product is the 

one  product you need, with everything ready in one place. 

Find out why life is #BetterWithJane. 



THE COMPACT

Inspired  by  high-end  makeup  compacts,  this  sleek  design  will  be 
right  at  home  in  your  makeup  bag  or  purse.  A  removeable  dual 
compartment  lets  you  take  two  of  your  favorite  varietals  on  the  
go, without crushing your flower. With a custom Solo pipe, multitool, 
and lighter  that  fit  perfectly  in  place,  and  a  mirror  for  post-session 
touchups, the Compact has everything you need in one glossy case.



THE COMPACT JW.TC.1

+ removable dual compartment for 2 varietals
+ included custom Solo and multitool
+ bonus touch-up mirror
  
wholesale $24, MSRP $48
**lighter not included



THE CLASSIC

Our modern take on the familiar dugout, the Classic has the timeless feel of a pocket flask 
without  the  hangover.  A  signature  Solo  and  multitool  rest  perfectly insidea  spring- 
loaded  chamber,  while  top  and  bottom  compartments  hold  two  varietals  of  your  fa-
vorite flower.



THE CLASSIC JW.TCL.1

+ included custom solo and multitool
+ bonus storage well for a second varietal

  
wholesale $29, MSRP $58



THE WAND

The Wand is made to look just like high-end mascara for ultra-chic  
discretion. Our signature Solo rests perfectly inside the 
self-cleaning cap, while the bottom swivel compartment  
holds just enough flower for a night out.



THE WAND JW.TW.1

+ built-in multitool
+ included custom Solo
+ swivle-cap storage well
  
wholesale $19, MSRP $38



THE SOLO JW.TS.1

+ kitchen-grade enamel protects from wear and tear
+ “2-puff” serving
+ included custom-fit multitool
  
wholesale $9, MSRP $18



THE TUBE JW.TT.1

+ excellent POS add-on item
+ 6.75” length x 0.75” diameter

+ stainless steel
+ included display rack 

  
wholesale $9, MSRP $18

**pen not included



Eye-catching, elevated packaging that retailers and customers LOVE.



Contact hello@jwhomegoods.com for ordering information. 


